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of omr g novation, is the teek of what la the widest eeaee is 

Soto ament, It it ao longer the primary coed of man to 3» era

how to aake and to produce more* The primary problem of tma 

now it to learn bow to regulate what he does produce and the way 

it ia preduced, in rich a manner that the resources unC. the skill 

and the industry at our disposal should he fully realised• That 

is the problem of government in the widest tense, and more than 

half, probably three Quarters of the work of government now is 

the problem of relating Itself to the economic activities of 

man. Economic problems remain, but economic policies end 

problems will constitute a zrach greater proportion of the work 

of the statesoon from now on. To that work economist» Can make 

one contribution, and it is only one element in what la a com

plex problem before the statesmen of the world, but it le s 

contribution, a definite contribution, end I should v ery much 

hope that in future government a will use the aid ooeaemi ate 

have to give more fully than in the past*

Today I wnt to put before you net only certain 

reasons for justifying the respect and attention which those 

who conduct the policies of universities do give to the 

study of economies, hut to suggest that it should have even 

more attention. Let me in one last word rather anticipate 

the theme which I hope to develop more fully this evening, and 

suggest to you the nature of the menace cad the promise that 

stands before ue as an Inducement to try to solve the économie 

problems of the ire sent day. 7or the first time ir. human 

hi story we now know that the resources, the skill and tï» 

knowledge are available to man which will enable him to secure


